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INTRODUCTION
This stimulus booklet offers various points of view from which
the Areas of Study ‘Change’, for students in the English
(Standard) and English (Advanced) courses, and ‘Perspective’,
for students in the English (ESL) course, may be introduced.
The texts in the booklet provide different examples of the
concept of change. These texts are intended as stimulus for
responding to and composing texts relating to the Areas of
Study.
The texts in this booklet provide students with opportunities to
explore, assess, analyse and experiment with:
▲ meaning conveyed, shaped, interpreted and reflected in and
through texts
▲ ways texts are responded to and composed
▲ ways perspectives may affect meaning and interpretation
▲ connections between and among texts
▲ how texts are influenced by other texts and contexts.
This booklet is a prescribed text. In the HSC examination
students may be asked to refer to at least one text that they
have selected from the stimulus booklet.

The Door
Go and open the door.
Maybe outside there’s
a tree, or a wood,
a garden,
or a magic city.
Go and open the door.
Maybe a dog’s rummaging.
Maybe you’ll see a face,
or an eye,
or the picture
of a picture.
Go and open the door.
If there’s a fog
it will clear.
Go and open the door.
Even if there’s only
the darkness ticking,
even if there’s only
the hollow wind,
even if
nothing
is there,
go and open the door.
At least
there’ll be
a draught.
By Miroslav Holub
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Benjamin Duterrau, The Conciliation, 1840
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Geoff Parr, The National Picture, 1985
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Sky -high
It ,s the washing line I remember first, silver skeletal arms throwing long,
summer afternoon shadows on the lawn. Other details come back,
piece by piece, slowly filling in the gaps. There was an almond tree in the
corner, and a small nectarine tree, hung with hard, bird-bitten fruit.
Other foliage; a bush with little red berries, a struggling sapling,
surround the patchy lawn like spectators. But the best climbing tree in
the backyard stood proud on a small mound of concrete, a basket of
faded clothes pegs adorning its trunk and generally festooned with
socks and knickers and shirts like coloured flags in a secret code.
Today, however, it is bare. Smooth, sweat-damp hands fiercely grip the
sun warmed metal and I get a foot up on the handle, grubby toes
curling tenaciously. From there it ,s only a deft swing of the leg and I
can pull myself up to my perch above the yard.
I bask in the sun in my exalted position, almost sky-high, feeling as
frilly and nearly as pink as the bathers I am wearing. I can see the
almond tree in its shady corner next to the incinerator and our
attempted vegie patch; its boughs stretch out to me beseechingly.
Beyond that, there is the splintery wooden fence and a triangle of the
garden next-door, dry and dusty. Three little boys live there; I have
stood on the fence and talked to them, even been in their house once.
It was full of Mary and Jesus miniatures and they had flat, colouredglass animal shapes made from kits hanging in their windows.

Their garden doesn ,t have any lawn or flowers, only vegetables. That ,s
all they eat, I think. Next to the house, Dad is building a bungalow. It
is for my Opa who has come to live with us. He showed me once the
huge, blue, metal trunk where he keeps leather and tools for making
belts, talking quietly with his soft, Dutch voice.
My thoughts return to my original plan, the ultimate conquest of the
washing line. I edge out along one skeletal arm, then, from a sitting
position I swing upside-down. The washing line creaks into movement,
slowly turning and I feel the air flow around my outstretched arms and
playfully tousle my hair. The earth spins below me. I am flying.
It ,s an older, more age-warped washing line I reach up to now. My
hands, beginning to accumulate the line-etched story of life in scars
and wrinkles, easily touch the sagging wires. Where I was once the
curious onlooker, I now write my own semaphore secrets in colourful tshirts and mismatched socks. Impulsively, I close my hand around one
of the spotted metallic arms. The inclination is still there, a small
pilot light burning somewhere inside, but it is unlikely the washing line
could support me this time. There are too many things tying me to
the ground.
By Hannah Robert
(Aged 18)
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Sturt’s Dreaming
Captain Charles Sturt (Charlotte called him ...
“Charlie dear”)
efficient explorer –
projecting a topographical dream
on this mysterious and unknown land;
marshalling his officers and steadfast men,
sheep on the hoof, provisions piled on drays
and, drawn by patient pairs
of plodding bullocks,
a splendid wooden painted boat
all set to launch
on an inland sea, already coolly lapping
in Sturt’s mind.
Iron-shod wheels plough deep in hot red sand,
rattle and jar over wicked gibber plains.
Aborigines, immersed in their own dreaming,
watch this ancestral canoe
toil up the sliding sides of dunes
bobble, insect-like, through spinifex,
on its way to a legendary ocean
charted only
by the false trigonometry of birds.
Bruce Lundgren
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Humans in Their Environment
It is my belief that you can take environment consciousness just a little too
far. For example, in the face of the continuing destruction of our rainforest,
one activist recently chained himself to a Tasmanian oak. Unfortunately he
was felled with the great tree when his protest went unnoticed as his
regulation jungle-green overalls successfully camouflaged him against the
sub-tropical landscape, his screams unheard above the chainsaws.
To add insult to injury, he was turned into paper pulp and ended up as a
minor article on speculative market capitalization on the Dow Jones Slump.
Flacco, Burnt Offerings
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